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Resume
The problem of wheel and rail wear in railway transport generates costs of reprofiling and availability of vehicles and infrastructure. One of the possibilities of wear minimizing is decreasing of the friction coefficient in wheel-rail contact by means of lubricants. Such a solution has drawbacks from which the most crucial are: decrease of tractive/braking forces and difficulties with the precise spreading of the lubricant. These disadvantages may be avoided by modern, innovative self-lubricating coatings, applied at the production stage on the wheel flanges. The aim of the study is to investigate the effect of self-lubricating coatings on a rail vehicle’s dynamic behaviour, safety against derailment and predicted wheel wear. The numerical study was performed using the wagon multibody model with simulated self-lubricating coating on wheel flanges.

1 Introduction
Since the beginning of the rail transport expansion, wheel and rail wear has been one of the most significant technical problems in this mode of transport. Wear is not only a great economic burden for vehicles and tracks operators, yet it gives rise to the additional actions for wheels reprofiling and rails grinding, hence it may limit the availability of infrastructure and the rolling stock. Another adverse feature, related to the worn wheels’ profiles, is affecting the vehicle dynamic behaviour, which may lead to reduction of safety against derailment [1]. Minimizing the phenomenon of wear has become a common goal of vehicle and rail infrastructure operators. Unfortunately, with the global tendency to increase the axle loads in railway goods transport, accelerated degradation of tracks and vehicle wheels should be expected, especially on routes with numerous small-radii curves. In such conditions (small-radii curves), the wheel slip values are high and additional frictional forces arise due to the wheel flange-rail head contact, what in turn increases the total resistive force and wear of the contacting surfaces.

The most common solution to the problem of the wheel/rail wear, used worldwide, is lubrication. In the case of goods, rail transport is nowadays the only economically acceptable means for the wheel-rail wear reduction, without running gear modification. Passenger rolling stock, especially trams, metro and multiple units are subject of studies aiming to develop the new running gear solutions facilitating curves negotiation [2-4]. To eliminate the problems of external lubricants and exploit advantages of decreased friction coefficient, it was decided to focus on the possibility of applying an innovative thin layer of self-lubricating coating on the wheel flange. The wheelsets with self-lubricating coatings are a new, innovative solution and thus neither has been adopted in the railway transport nor tested in real conditions. However, with decrease of the friction coefficient, depending on the wheels’ lateral position relative to rails, vehicle’s dynamic behaviour may be affected, since friction is a crucial factor in the process of contact forces generating. The aim of the presented study was to investigate dynamic responses and predict the wear rate of a two-axle goods wagon multibody model with simulated self-lubricating layers applied on wheels’ flanges. This novel application of coating reducing friction required to include its mathematical description in the wheel-rail contact modelling.
2 Wheel-rail friction modification

The necessity of friction coefficient modification of the wheel-rail contact is related to wear phenomenon. The rate of wear is strongly influenced by the values of the contact stresses, size of the contact being in slip and use of lubricants applied intentionally or occurring naturally (water, snow, etc.). Wear, as a result, leads to the changes of wheel and rail profiles. If the tangential force, generated in the contact patch, were greater than adhesion, determined by the friction coefficient, there will be a slip resulting in a significant increase of wear of the elements. Wear minimisation through friction modifiers is effective, nevertheless, it should be kept in mind that improper application may lead to the intensification of the wear process in a contact zone [5]. The required friction coefficient values, being a trade-off between low wear and ability to exert the high tractive/braking forces in the wheel-rail contact, are depicted in Figure 1.

In order to apply lubricant to area of the slipping contacting surfaces, three types of systems are usually used [6]:

- mobile systems - commonly in the form of specially adapted railway vehicles that lubricate rails,
- trackside devices - mounted in the vicinity of track in which the release of the lubricant is triggered by the passing vehicle and
- on-board devices - eject lubricant directly to the wheel flange, from where it flows into the area of contact between the wheel and the rail.

Effectiveness of some solutions of applying a lubricant is limited, as evidenced by Nilsson [7], to a distance of about 200 m from the last application. The way to eliminate disadvantages of using current methods of reducing the friction coefficient, which are:

- limited range of impact;
- the need for calibration;
- requirement for precise dosing;
- danger of failure of the lubricant distributing to the entire rolling surface, resulting in a critical decrease of tractive/braking forces;
- the need to refill the lubricant, etc.

could be use of the self-lubricating coatings applied to the wheel flange. The self-lubricating coatings have been successfully utilized in many cases in which the friction coefficient modification is required, without interfering the materials of contacting surfaces. Preliminary laboratory test stand studies on a full-scale wheelset carried out by the Plasma Systems have shown significantly lower flange wear by using thin brass layer - from 0.89 mm to 0.09 mm [8]. Similar effects are observed in the case of the rail.

3 Rail vehicle dynamics modelling

3.1 General approach

In the case of a simulation analysis of the rail vehicle dynamics and wheel profile wear, it is necessary to create mathematical models of a vehicle, rolling contact and the track. Literature on modelling the rail-track vehicle system is abundant and diverse. One can distinguish three basic subsystems of the aforementioned system, such as track, contact zone with rail and rail vehicle. The problem of the track modelling can be found in such works as [9-11]. The issues of rail vehicle dynamics and wheel-rail contact modelling are discussed in the works, e.g. [12-18]. Damages of vehicles' running gear elements and their effect on dynamic behaviour are analysed by [19-22]. The mechanism of phenomena, occurring in the contact zone, is an interest of tribologists and researchers dealing with wearing of materials in the contact area [23-26]. It should be noted that there is no global theory explaining the mechanism of wear in general, also including the wheel-rail contact.

Investigation of dynamic properties of a rail vehicle as a mechanical system should begin with presentation of its physical model (Figure 2), whose dynamic properties are described by equations of motion.

This general model belongs to the group of the “low-frequency” models. It is assumed that the upper limit of the low-frequency vibration range is about 25 Hz [13]. Inertial objects of the vehicle - wheelsets and body - performing low-frequency vibrations behave like rigid bodies. These solids are connected by means of massless suspension elements: springs and dampers, whose characteristics can be linear or nonlinear. Sources of vibrations in the rail vehicle-track system are, in the considered issue, geometric irregularities of the track and inertial forces.
Equations of a wheelset in motion, including the elements of primary suspension, may have a different form, bearing in mind the number of degrees of freedom or the model of contact between the wheel and the rail. Following Chudzikiewicz [27], the simplified equations of motion of the $i$-th wheelset can be written in the form:

$$m\ddot{y}_i + Q_{li} + Q_{ri} = p(t, q, \dot{q})$$

where:
- $m$ - wheelset mass [kg],
- $y_i$ - lateral displacement of the wheelset,
- $Q_{li}$ and $Q_{ri}$ - left and right wheel/rail lateral forces (parallel to the track plane) [N],
- $p(t, q, \dot{q})$ - vector of forces (moments), which can be treated as the sum of two vectors:

$$p(t, q, \dot{q}) = f(t) + h(q, \dot{q})$$

where $f(t)$ - vector of exciting forces, $h(q, \dot{q})$ - vector of forces depending nonlinearly on displacements and velocities of the system, including the contact forces.

Kinematic constraints on the wheelset are a result of its interaction with a rigid track. As a consequence, the vertical displacement $z$ and roll angle $\phi$ are related to lateral displacement of the wheelset $y$ and its yaw angle $\psi$. Angle of rotation $\chi$ accounts for the coordinate describing position of the wheelset's mass centre along track $x$. The form of constraints is nonlinear and depends on the geometric parameters of the wheelset and track, including track gauge, track cant, wheel and rail profiles and the wheelset tape circle distance.

To express equations of motion of a wheelset, its schematic illustration is depicted in Figure 3, containing the selected force vectors and geometric quantities.

Equations of a wheelset in motion, including the elements of primary suspension, may have a different form, bearing in mind the number of degrees of freedom or the model of contact between the wheel and the rail. Following Chudzikiewicz [27], the simplified equations of motion of the $i$-th wheelset can be written in the form:

$$m\ddot{y}_i = Y_{li} + Y_{ri} - (Q_{li} + Q_{ri})\Theta_i + P_{li} - m\frac{v^2}{R_i},$$

$$L_i\ddot{\psi}_i = (F_{li} - F_{ri})s_i + M_{li} - I_i\left(\frac{1}{R_i} - \frac{1}{R_{i+1}}\right)\frac{v^2}{2l_i},$$

where:
- $v$ - vehicle velocity [m/s],
- $m$ - wheelset mass [kg],
- $I_v$, $I_z$ - wheelset polar and yaw moment of inertia [kg·m²],
- $l_i$ - half of the wheels' tape circles distance [m],
- $s_i$ - current semi track gauge [m],
- $Y_{li}$, $Y_{ri}$ - left and right wheel rolling radii [m],
- $F_{li}$, $F_{ri}$ - left and right wheel/rail lateral forces (parallel to the track plane) [N],
- $Q_{li}$, $Q_{ri}$ - left and right wheel/rail vertical forces [N],
- $Q_{li}$, $Q_{ri}$ - left and right wheel/rail lateral forces (parallel to the track plane) [N],
- $Q_{li}$, $Q_{ri}$ - left and right wheel/rail lateral forces (parallel to the track plane) [N],
- $Q_{li}$, $Q_{ri}$ - left and right wheel/rail lateral forces (parallel to the track plane) [N],
- $\Theta_i$ - track cant [rad],
- $P_{li}$ - lateral wheelset suspension forces [N], $M_{li}$ - yaw bogie suspension moment [Nm].

### 3.2 The wheel-rail contact

The wheel-rail contact zone, whose area is approximately 1 cm², is an interface of the two subsystems: vehicle and track. The forces generated in the contact area and transmitted to both subsystems are vital from the point of view of a vehicle dynamics, since in general,
they determine vehicle's behaviour in track and properties such as running stability and wear of wheels and rails. Their unfavourable distribution, e.g. due to wear of a wheel and/or rail profiles, can increase the risk of derailment. Mathematical description of the contact force generation mechanism is complicated due to the fact that all the contact parameters strongly depend on the wheel and rail geometry and that in some circumstances multiple points of contact may occur.

In general, the current approach to the study of contact between the wheel and rail can be divided into two problems:

- normal problem - location and size of the contact patch and normal stresses distribution (solution based mainly on Hertz contact theory [12-13]),
- tangential problem - calculation of tangent stresses and values of tangent forces.

Analysis of the normal problem and its solution is necessary for the formulation of the tangent problem. Mechanism of contact forces generation, tangent to the contact plane, can be explained due to a difference in strain rates of the two bodies in the contact region [28], caused by deviations of a wheel from pure rolling. Such forces are exerted by a wheel on a rail when a tractive braking torque is applied to the wheel, in the case of curving (yaw angle) or when suspension lateral forces act on a wheelset. As a result, the contact area is thus divided into an adhesion zone (stick) and a slip zone. Depending on the conditions, the contact patch is divided into different proportions, into the area in which the stick and the slip area occur. The size of the slip area depends on the geometry of the wheel and rail in the contact patch, normal and lateral forces, as well as the friction coefficient. The zone, in which slip of interacting surfaces occurs, has a direct effect on their wear. To express the relative difference of pure rolling and rolling with sliding, Carter defined creep (or creepage) longitudinal and lateral creepage \( \omega_{sp} \) and spin creepage \( \omega_{sp} \) can be defined, basing on Wickens [17], as follows:

\[
\gamma_x = \frac{V_y - V_x}{2(V_y + V_x)}, \quad (6)
\]

\[
\gamma_y = \frac{V_z - V_y}{2(V_z + V_y)}, \quad (7)
\]

\[
\omega_{sp} = \frac{\Omega_d - \Omega_y}{2(V_y + V_z)}, \quad (8)
\]

where:

\( V_x, V_y, V_z \) - rigid body velocities of the wheel in the \( x \) and \( y \) directions [m/s], respectively; \( V_y, V_y, V_z \) - rigid body velocities of the contact point of the rail in \( y \)-direction [m/s]; \( \Omega_d, \Omega_y \) - angular velocities of the wheel and rail about \( z \)-axis [rad/s].

The contact forces \( F_x \) (longitudinal), \( F_y \) (lateral) are functions of creep and thus also called the creep forces. The algorithms of creep forces generation emerged in the 20th century and have established the basis for the codes implemented in the rail vehicle dynamics simulation software. Kalker’s simplified algorithm FASTSIM [29], based on the 'stripes theory', is the most widely used in simulations due to sufficient accuracy for engineering purpose and low computational costs. In this algorithm, the elliptical contact zone is divided into parallel longitudinal stripes of width \( d_y \) and length along the \( x \)-axis dependent on the ellipse size. Moreover, all the stripes are divided into the same number of elements and stress calculation is initiated from ellipse edge, element by element [12].

For small values of the creepages and spin, there is a linear relationship between the creep forces and the creepages. Values of those forces can be calculated using other Kalker’s algorithm, the so-called Linear Theory [12-13, 27]:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
F_x \\
F_y \\
M
\end{bmatrix} = - C_{ab} \begin{bmatrix}
C_{11} \\
C_{22} \\
C_{23}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\gamma_x \\
\gamma_y \\
\omega_{sp}
\end{bmatrix}, \quad (9)
\]

where:

\( C_{ij}, C_{22}, C_{23} \) - tabularized Kalker’s microslip coefficients; \( G \) - shear modulus [Pa]; \( a \) and \( b \) - contact ellipse semi-axes [m].

The lateral components of creep forces must be projected onto the track plane and summed up to give the guiding force \( Y \) [12].

4 Simulation conditions

4.1 Vehicle model

Study of the effect of self-lubricating coatings on vehicle dynamics and wheel wear was carried out on a multibody model representing a two-axle goods wagon. Parameters of the model are derived from the Es series 3W1 goods wagon, fully laden (Table 1). The axle load is 22.3 tons and the wheels have a standard S1002 profile.

The vehicle model was created in the VI-Rail software, which is based on ADMAS multibody simulation environment. The model consists of inertial elements (rigid bodies) representing wheelsets, axle boxes and body, which are connected by means of joints and massless spring and damping elements. The ADAMS software generates automatically and solves equations of motion for individual inertial elements of a complex mechanical system. The dynamic behaviour of the elements of the system is described in ADAMS environment by means of a system of differential-algebraic equations derived from the Euler-Lagrange formalisms presented in a general form [30]:

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{\partial L}{\partial \dot{q}} \right) = \frac{\partial L}{\partial q} + \Phi_i^T \lambda = Q, \quad (10)
\]

where:

\( q \) - vector of generalized coordinates; \( L \) - Lagrangian (difference of kinetic and potential energy: \( L = T - V \));
The transition between $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$ is smoothed with software's in-built spline function. The value of 6 mm has been set based on the analysis of the wheel-rail contact points location with respect to the wheelset lateral displacement. The wheelset lateral shift of 6 mm corresponds to location of a contact point on a flange root [13]. Preliminary simulation tests have shown that for values lower than 6 mm there exists a very high risk of derailment, expressed in higher values of $Y/Q$ (Nadal formula - quotient of lateral to vertical force).

The starting point for considering the wear model of a wheelset with a self-lubricating coating is the measure called the wear number ($W_n$) based on the widely used T-gamma energy model, whose assumption is the proportional relationship between the amount of worn material and the dissipated energy in the wheel-rail contact zone [33]:

$$WF_x = + W_y, \ [N]. \ (12)$$

The spin component $M_{\omega y}$ in Equation (12) is neglected due to its low value compared to longitudinal and lateral components. In contrast to the classic wear model of Archard [34], the T-gamma model comprises friction coefficient between wheel and rail implicitly. The values of the developed creep forces $F_x$ and $F_y$ are limited by the friction coefficient $\mu$ and normal force $N$ in the contact zone:

$$F_{max} = \mu N, \ [N]. \ (13)$$

In order to express it mathematically, it is assumed that the coatings would be applied on the wheels' flanges to minimize friction and as a consequence wheel/rail wear:

$$\Phi - \text{Jacobian matrix of constraints}; \ \lambda - \text{vector of Lagrange multipliers};
\ Q - \text{vector of external forces.}$$

Systems of nonlinear differential equations are solved by the ADAMS solver numerically, mainly using the Newton-Raphson method. The method of creep-force computation, implemented in the simulation software, is based on the Kalker's FASTSIM algorithm. The code uses the actual wheel and rail profiles and calculates the actual contact kinematics at each simulation step. Moreover, it models non-elliptical contact zones, as well as multiple contact patches. Contact stiffness is found according to Boussinesq formulation.

### 4.2 Self-lubricating coating model

In general, the simulation wear analyses of the wheel and rail profiles known from literature, assumed constant value of the wheel-rail coefficient of friction profiles, not taking into account lateral position of the wheelset relative to the track. In the case of applying the self-lubricating coating to the wheel flange, contact conditions will change depending on the location of the point (area) of contact. In this case, the coefficient of friction, for the area covered with the coating, is different, while the other coefficient value is along the wheel tread profile. Undoubtedly, this will have a significant impact on the wear rate of wheel and rail profiles.

The proposed model of the self-lubricating layer describes two values of friction coefficient [31-32]:

- $\mu_1 = 0.4$ for the wheel tread-rail contact,
- $\mu_2 = 0.1$ for the wheel flange-rail contact.

In order to express it mathematically, it is assumed that the coatings would be applied on the wheels' flanges to minimize friction and as a consequence wheel/rail wear: $\mu = \begin{cases} \mu_1 & \text{for } -6 \text{ mm} < y < 6 \text{ mm} \\ \mu_2 & \text{for } y \leq -6 \text{ mm } \wedge y \geq 6 \text{ mm} \end{cases}$.

In the simulation tests, a simplifying assumption, based on immutability of material parameters, such as Young's modulus or Poisson's coefficient, was adopted - i.e. the thin
irregularities are an additional source of the wheelset-track dynamic interaction, causing vibrations of the model’s inertial elements and thus greater variations of the contact forces.

5 Simulation study results

A quantitative comparison of the dynamic behaviour of the wagon with the standard wheelsets and the wagon with wheelsets covered with self-lubricating coatings is shown in Figures 5-7. Particularly important in a rail vehicle dynamics analysis is lateral displacement of the wheelset relative to the track centreline. In curves without gauge widening (radius $R > 250$ m) values exceeding $9$ mm might indicate severe wheel flange-rail contact and high risk of derailment. In the case of scenario 1 ($R = 150$ m), lateral shifts of the leading and trailing wheelset with self-lubricating coatings are lower, however, these wheelsets are displaced in opposite directions compared to the standard wheelsets (Figure 5). Unfortunately, in the curves of greater radii ($R = 1200$ m, scenario 2), results obtained for the vehicle with coatings are worse, i.e. $3 - 4$ mm higher displacements for both wheelsets are observed (Figure 6).

Developed lateral forces are crucial to guiding the wheelset in track, albeit too high values negatively affect

### Table 2 Track profiles (TC - transition curve)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>distance (m)</th>
<th>radius (m)</th>
<th>distance (m)</th>
<th>radius (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.75</td>
<td>$\infty$/TC</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$\infty$/TC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>150 (right)/TC</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>1200 (right)/TC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.75</td>
<td>150 (right)/TC</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>1200 (right)/TC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120.92</td>
<td>$\infty$/TC</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>$\infty$/TC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120.98</td>
<td>150 (left)/TC</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>1200 (left)/TC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200.92</td>
<td>150 (left)/TC</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>1200 (left)/TC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200.98</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>1080</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 Power spectral densities of the track irregularities

4.3 Simulation scenarios

Simulation experiments have been carried out according to the following scenarios:

- Scenario 1 - vehicle moving on track with curves of $R = 150$ m radii at $v = 30$ km/h.
- Scenario 2 - vehicle moving on track with curves of $R = 1200$ m radii at $v = 80$ km/h.

The proposed scenarios reflect the curve radii characteristic for mountain routes (scenario 1, e.g. route Cracow-Zakopane in Poland) and common in lowland and hilly areas (scenario 2). The routes were designed to comprise a tangent track and S curve sections of normal gauge (1435 mm). The track cant in both scenarios is equal to 15 cm and rail profile is standard, unworn UIC60. Track profiles are described in Table 2.

The track vertical stiffness was assumed as infinite. The vertical and lateral track irregularities correspond to a medium quality of maintenance level. Statistical parameters of the track irregularities are shown in Table 3, whereas the power spectral densities of irregularities are depicted in Figure 4. Apart from the track geometry, track irregularities are an additional source of the wheelset-track dynamic interaction, causing vibrations of the model’s inertial elements and thus greater variations of the contact forces.

self-lubricating bronze layer has the same properties as a wheel material.
The differences in force values for both wheelsets are up to cca. 10 kN. Following analysis of the lateral forces, one can investigate the lateral acceleration of the wheelsets. The greater lateral forces in the case of wheelset with coating entail the higher values of acceleration (Figure 8). This fact could have a negative effect on the ride comfort in the case of safety against derailment and contribute to accelerated wheel wear. In scenario 1 a significant decrease of lateral forces is observed, which is the result of the lower friction coefficient and lateral displacement (Figure 7 bottom). On the other hand, in the curves of $R = 1200$ m, the wheelsets with self-lubricating coatings are affected by noticeably higher lateral forces, being an objectionable feature. The differences in force values for both wheelsets are up to cca. 10 kN.

Following analysis of the lateral forces, one can investigate the lateral acceleration of the wheelsets. The greater lateral forces in the case of wheelset with coating entail the higher values of acceleration (Figure 8). This fact could have a negative effect on the ride comfort in the case

**Table 3** Height of the track irregularities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>left Y</th>
<th>left Z</th>
<th>right Y</th>
<th>right Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>max.</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standard dev.</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 5** Lateral displacement of both wheelsets (left) and lateral force of the leading wheelset (right) - scenario 1

**Figure 6** Lateral displacement of the leading (left) and trailing wheelset (right) - scenario 2

**Figure 7** Lateral force of the left and right wheel of the leading wheelset - scenario 2
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with coatings. Especially low values of $W_n$ are calculated for scenario 1, in which the wear is expected to be reduced up to cca. 10 times for the wheels of the leading wheelset (Figure 10 left). The wear number, obtained in scenario 2 for the wheelsets with coatings, is also lower despite the higher lateral forces (Fig. 10 right). In this case, the favourable $W_n$ values are obtained due to the lower creep than in scenario 1. Along with increasing curve radius, application of the self-lubricating coatings should still be beneficial - the wear would be up to 5 times lower (for the wheels of the trailing wheelset).

In order to assess influence of the self-lubricating coatings on safety against derailment, the mean values of $Y/Q$ forces ratio are compared in Figure 11. A similar dependence is noticed as in the case of $W_n$ comparison - the smaller curve radius the greater the benefit of using coatings. In scenario 1 safety against derailment was substantially improved, yet the results obtained from scenario 2 show that coatings have only slightly positive effects on the $Y/Q$ ratio.

6 Conclusions

Phenomenon of the wheel and rail wear generates significant operating costs and is a problem from the point of view of availability of the transport means and infrastructure. One of the most recent and potential solutions to reduce wear is application of the self-lubricating coatings on the wheel flange. These coatings reduce the friction coefficient of the wheel-rail interface.

Dynamic properties of the rail vehicle cannot remain unaffected due to modification of the friction coefficient. The aim of the study presented herein was an assessment of the self-lubricating coatings impact on dynamic behaviour of a vehicle, with special regard to safety against derailment and wheel wear.

The simulation tests were performed on a two-axle goods wagon, considering randomly generated geometrical track irregularities, in order to model the medium maintenance level. The simulation results allow formulating the conclusion that dynamic properties of a vehicle with wheels covered with the self-lubricating coatings enable the use of such a vehicle in safe conditions, not worse than in the case of a vehicle with standard wheels.

In the case of wagons with wheelsets covered with the self-lubricating coatings, the wear of the wheels' surface should be at least 2 times lower compared to wagons in which the wheels have not been covered with such a coating. Consequently, the lifecycle of the wheelset should be extended, taking into account only wear of the wheel profiles. Benefits, resulting from applying the self-lubricating coatings, will be particularly evident during the operation of vehicles on routes containing a significant number of low-radii curves, where the predicted wear would be up to 5 times lower.

The next actions taken in the study of the self-lubricating coatings should focus on evaluating their durability in operational conditions and comparing the costs and frequency of applying/replacing the new layers to the costs of the wheel reprofiling.
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